
The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper  

Episode 52: Wherein Crazy Man might make a friend.  

(New here? Click here to see what it’s all about.) 

“Go no further!” 
   Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, stopped abruptly on the path of adventure and new 
meanings where a marsh had suddenly crept up to one side with three thick biblical-proportion 
clumps of swamp grass rearing into the sky in a threatening way. 
   Being new to the path, the shopping cart, Wheels, froze, but Crazy Man wasn’t taking any guff 
from swamp grass. He boldly stepped forward where no foot had gone before and was suddenly 
up to his waist in quicksand.  
   “We told you,” said the swamp grasses. “We’re the three wise swamp grasses and nobody lis-
tens to us.” 
   Crazy Man’s waist was beginning to disappear when a thought occurred to him, “You could 
have said DANGER!” 
   The shopping cart, Wheels, was frantic. “Help! Help us! Quicksand! DANGER! DANGER!” 
   “Like that,” said Crazy Man. 



   The swamp grass mulled on this as Crazy Man sank and the shopping cart, Wheels, freaked 
out, jumping up and down on its little coaster wheels. Shortly, or un-shortly thereafter, in keeping 
with your personal time stamp, the swamp grass in the middle said, “Wiggle your ears.” 
   That did it. Crazy Man was offended. Yes, offended. He made a point of avoiding any associa-
tions with his ears, which terrified him. “You leave my ears out of this!” He snorted loudly to 
emphasize the magnitude of his offendedness.  
   There was a pause in the wind around the swamp grass as though the very swamp held its 
breath…for about 1.0003 seconds before the swamp grass burst out laughing, spitting bugs and 
webbing into the wind, fluttering their blades in a mad dance of vertical symmetry gone awry.  
   “Wiggle your ears and we’ll help you out of the mud,” said the swamp grass on the right. 
   “Do it,” said the shopping cart, Wheels. “It’s your only hope.” 
   Crazy Man wasn’t too fussy about wiggling his ears being his only hope, but he figured he had 
nothing to lose as the quicksand crept onto his shoulders.  He closed his eyes and focussed his 
attention on those terrifying ears. Nightmare visions of clowns with their heads boinging up and 
down flooded his mind…but he wiggled those ears. He wiggled them faster and faster and faster 
until he opened his eyes, looked down, and he was over a large stretch of open swamp water…
and he was plummeting down into it. Of course, by the time he realized this, the splash was over 
and the drowning was starting. The water wasn’t deep but Crazy Man didn’t realize that he was 
upside down.  
   Seeing Crazy Man’s plight, the shopping cart, Wheels, dove into the water with a mighty 
splash and shot up a ten foot fishtail as it plowed through the water toward Crazy Man. When it 
reached him, it dug its basket into the water and scooped him out with a soulful swosh and fish-
tailed him back to the path of adventure and new meanings where the swamp grass cheered and 
revered in the hot swamp breeze. 
   Back on the path, Crazy Man shook, rattled and rolled the water off his yellow and white Zoot 
suit.  
   “How did you do that?” said Crazy Man.  
   “Do what?” said the swamp grass to the left.  
   “The wiggling ears and into the water thing.” 
   “We didn’t do that,” said the swamp grass to the right. “We don’t know who did that, but we’re 
glad you wiggled your ears.” 
   “But you told me to do that and then…” 
   “We’re the three wise swamp grasses and nobody listens to us,” said the swamp grasses in uni-
son.  
   “But I did listen,” said Crazy Man. 
   “He did,” said the shopping cart, Wheels. “I saw him.” 
   “That’s what they all say,” said the swamp grass in the middle (whose secret name was Sam). 
   “But nobody listens to wisdom anymore,” said the swamp grass to the left (who, sadly, had no 
secret name). 
   “They listen to opinions,” said the swamp grass to the right (who, had a secret name once, but 
forgot it). 
   “And they sink in the quicksand,” said the swamp grass in the middle (aka Sam). 
   “You know,” said the shopping cart, Wheels, “maybe if your wisdom was a little gentler…” 



   “Then it wouldn’t be wisdom,” said the swamp grass to the left (aka nada). 
   “It would just be knowledge,” said the swamp grass to the right (aka ?). 
   Crazy Man’s snoring cut through the dense swamp air like a chain saw wearing a jet pack. 
(Don’t think about that.) The shopping cart, Wheels, nodded agreement (as only carts do).  
   “These swamp grasses are crazy,” it said. 
   “We’re the three wise swamp grasses and nobody listens to us,” said the swamp grasses in uni-
son.  
   “Well,” said the shopping cart, Wheels, “it’s been really weird talking to you and we’re going 
now.” 
   Just as Crazy Man was about to take a step forward the swamp grasses yelled, “Go no further!” 
   Crazy Man froze. The shopping cart, Wheels, froze. The wind froze. The swamp grasses lashed 
out a wave of laughter. “Just kidding,” said the swamp grass to the right (aka maybe it was Tor?). 
“It’s safe. Just pulling your legs…and wheels. Ha ha.” 
   Crazy Man and the shopping cart, Wheels, quickly put as much distance as possible between 
themselves and the swamp grass. They felt that that had a new sense of purpose but they weren’t 
sure what that new sense of purpose was, but they knew it was somewhere ahead on the path of 
adventure and new meanings. And maybe there would be a dog’s mother and a map to food. And 
a key. 
   “So why didn’t you go back to the store?” said Crazy Man. 
   “I didn't like being pushed around,” said the shopping cart wheels. 
   Their laughter peeled through the deep dark scary woods, bringing smirks and smiles from 
eyes peering through the bushes and underbrush. 

To be continued… 
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